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Introduction 

In the new accelerator complex at GSI [I], exotic nuclei will be 
produced and separated in a fragment separator [z] downstream 
the synchrntron STS. Beams of these nuclei are expected to have 
low phase space densities. In the conlrr ring ESK [3j, therefore, 
stochastic cooling will br applied prior to If-stacking and, e.g., 

electron cooling. 

We present some sperial features of the stochastic cooling sys- 
tem which are due tu the high charge states, the existence of a 
stack, and the fairly large frequency dispersion. These include 
F’almcr coddling uith adjustable cable lengths for high and low mo- 
mentum signals in order to reduce unwanted mixing, and compen- 
sation of horizontal heating due to momentum kicks by suitable 
transverse kicks. Also, a method ofcleaning the horizontal pick-up 
signal from momentum information is discussed. 

Design Performance 

The main purpose of the stochastic cooling system in the ESR 
is to precool beams of heavy fragments at a fixed kinetic energy 
of 500 hleV/u. After stochastic precoctling, the beam will be rf- 
stacked. The momentum width of the injected beam will be re- 
duced from &0.3S% to +().I%. Aoth transverse emittances will 
decrease from 20n mm mrad to 2.5~ mm mrad. For the layout of 
the system we assumed that the injected heam currents vary be- 
tween IO5 and 10s particles. All sorts of fragments can be cooled, 
but optimum performance is only reached at the highest charge 
states. In general, the ratio of currents in the stack and on the 

injection orbit will not be larger than 10. Cooling times of the 
order of a second are intended for high currents of the highest 
charged partirles. To achieve that aim, a step by step realization 
is envisaged. 

Boundary Conditions from the Given Storage Ring Design 

Our technical concept is governed by three major constraints: 
First, due to the existence of a stack, it is necessary to position 
pick-up and kicker modules at locations where the dispersion func- 
tion 0 is large enough such that the electrodes are sufficiently 
‘blind’ f[)r the stark. Because of space restrictions one has to in- 
stall the pick-up and kicker electrode arrays inside the vacuum 
chamber of magnets. Then, each kick changing the relative mo- 
mentum deviation by an amount Ap/po changes the amplitude 
z of horizontal betatron motion by an amount D~,c!&,p/p~ [4]. 
This effect may lead to considerable diffusion in horieontal beta- 
tron space which is proportional to L$ctei/&cl;cr, where ,8kj&er 
is the horizontal hrtatron function at the kicker. The effect does 
not only apply to the electrodes designed as momentum kickers. 
Particles with large momentum deviation in a horizontal kicker at 
a location of high dispersion will be subject to momentum kicks, 
and hence) tcl both momentunl diffusion and additional horizontal 
emittance difrusion. Second, within the framework of ion optical 
design of the ESR, the dispersion 7 of the particle revolution fre- 
qucncy f is fairly large in our machine at the operationa. energy 
of 500 hle\‘/u: 

7 = sflfo = 0.246 
b/PO 

Figure 1: Positions of pick-ups and kickers in the ESH 

This number is important for the question of ‘mixing’ [4]: Ae- 
cause of the large spread in revolution frequencies, the ‘samples’ 
seen by the cooling systems rearrange very quickly, which leads to 
enhanced cooling. On the other hand, with cooling a( high har- 
monics of the revolution frequency, the synchronism of signals and 
particles between pick-up and kicker may be lost. The time lag 
between a particle and a signal along a line which is adjusted to 
the design momentum is to first order given by 

6T = -vp-~T~; 

To is the signal time required for the particle with design momen- 
tum. The local time dispersion between pick-up and kicker can be 
pxpressed by 

qp,~ = _L _ <D>dipoiea 19 
72 @CT0 

where <D >&p& is the average dispersion in the dipoles between 
pick-up and kicker, 19 is the respective bending angle, and p and 
7 are the usual relativistic factors. The equivalent phase errors 
616T at cooling frequency R/2r can be so large that even the sign 
of the kicker voltage is reversed. A method of reducing the phase 
error is explained below. 
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Figure 2: Simplified cross section of vacuum chamber in a 
dipole magnet (Explanations in the text) 

Third, in the presence uf high charge states Q, the (Sckvttky) 
signal to (thermal) noise ratio is enlarged with respect to protons 
by a factor of Q2. .4t equal mimbers of slored particles, this leads 
to an enhancement by 39 dB for beams of fully stripped uranium! 
Therefore il is not urgent to use notch filters in order to improve 
the signal, even not at low intensities. 

i\djustable Delays 

Our choice of the frequency band 0.9 - 1.6 GHz has the fol- 
lowing implications: Because of Schottky overlap in this band, 
one has to use the Palmer method for longitudinal cooling. The 
momentum signal is deduced from the horizontal deviation from 

the closed orbit of the design particle by means of two pairs of 
electrodes. From each vertical pair one uses the sum signal and 
then takes the difference of the two sum signals. At this point it 
is possible to get rid of the phase errors mentioned above. Inntead 
of taking the difference directly, one delays the signals from the 
left and right pairs by an opposite amount of time ‘& in order 
to restore synchronism of signals and particles with large momen- 
tum deviations. This compensation scheme was invented by L. 
Thorndahl and has been successfully applied at CERN. Denote 
the sensitivity of the left pair of pick-ups by Shi and the one of 

the right pair by ,‘?I,, respectively. For example, a particle with 
large positive momentum deviation would produce a large signal 
on the ‘hi’ momentum plates and a small signal on the ‘lo’ mo- 
mentum plates. Then the cooling process may be characterized 
by the quantitj 

s rR = SIO(b/FO)exP (--in (6T t TO)) 

- Shi(b/pO)exP (--in (6T - ‘Ib)) 

The cooling efficiency is proportional to the real part of Ses. The 
delay Tl, is optimized for relative momentum deviations 

EP TD -=+------- 
PO rlP-.KTO 

Momentum diffusion is proportional to the absolute square of Ser 
which is non-zero at lip/p0 = 0 for r, # 0 even if the beam center 
passes through the symmetry axis of the electrode array. Thete- 
fore, as an unwanted by-product, an unbiased Schottky contribu- 
tion from particles near the center of the momentum distribution 
emerges, a’hirh is continuously minimized by decreasing the signal 
delay according to the progress of cooling. 

A practical advantage of the rhclscn frequency hand is thp re- 
duction ol R&D expenses, because the CERS design 15) of semi- 
conductc.lr power amplifiers in this band is available. 

Choice of Locations for Pick-ups and Kickers 

In the ion optical mode used for injection the dispersion vanishes 
on the way between the entrances and exits of the long straight 
sections. Therefore the following locations for pick-up and kicker 
modules have been chosen (see fig. 1): 

Table 1: Ion optical parameters at pick-up and kicker local,ions 

Table 2: Time delays for various signal lines 
(at 500 MeV/u and lip/p0 = -0.35 %) 

I. Horizontal and vertical pick-ups inside the first focusing 
quadrupole of the south-eastern triplet (named Pl) 

2. Horizontal pick-ups inside of the southern dipole (named 1’2) 

3. Vertical and momentum kickers inside the firs: focusing 
quadrupole of the north-western triplet (named Kl) 

4. Horizontal kickers inside the nothern dipole (named K2) 

Table 1 shows the essential optical parameters at these locations. 
D is the dispersion function, /3Z,i are the horizontal and vertical 
beta functions, and pr,* are the corresponding betatron phase ad- 
vance angles with respect to Pl. The quantities refer to the renters 
of the corresponding elements. 

The lines between these locations may be qualified aa follows: 

‘The line between P2 and K2 is suited for horizontal heta- 
tron cooling although the signal will contain about 50 % 
of momentum information at the beginning of cooling. A 
‘purification’ concept is presented below. 

The lint between PI and Kl is suited for momentum cool- 
ing by the Palmer method althaugh there will be emittance 
blow-up by the momentum kicks due to both the low hor- 
izontal beta function and the fairly large dispersion at Kl. 
An idea how to reduce this heating is discussed below. 

The line between Pl and Kl is suited for vertical cooling. 

Table 2 shows the quantities relevant for the adjustable delays 
for va.rious lines. Adjustable delays up to 200 ps are suficient 
fur unr purposes. Tote that without these, the phase errors 1167 
wi.,uld cover a range between 72’ and 128” in our frequency band 
at maximum momentum deviation and for the line from I’1 to K2. 

Generatiun uf the ‘l‘ransversca Cc,r)ling Sigr,al 

‘I’he exccllrnt signal to noise ratit, in heavy ion Srhottky signals 
allows for a signal purifrati<!n scheme with thr aim 31 preparing 
from the available resources a kicker signal at K2 which contains 
a better ratio of the transverse to the mclmrntum contributic~ns. 
From table 1 it l’ollows that it should br possible to subtract from 
the 1’2 signal a suitable fraction of the PI signal in order to get rid 
of the momentum information in the P2 signal. This is favourablr 
at high currents of i,n, in a sufficiently high charge state. I;n- 
wanted diffusion in both transverse and momentum phase space 
is considerably diminished this way. Table 2 shops that thr lint 
1) I to P2 is almost isochrunous su that the goudnrss of signal sub- 
traction is practically indrpcndrnt of mom(>ntum. 
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Figurr 3: hludel of superclcctr~!tlr used as pick-up 

Reduction of Transverse Difrusion Causetl by hlomentum Kicks 

Diffusion in transverse phase space due tu momentum kicks at 
Kl is reduced by applying a proportional correction kick at the 
horiz~~ntal kicker KZ. This is possibie as the h,rizontal betatron 
phase advance between ICI and K2 is close enuugh to 90”. The 
benefits of contr~lllrd correlations betwcrn the Kl and K2 voltages 
do not ncccssaril~ depend or. a gwd signal to noise ratio. The 
mclhud wuld n\ert make sense if the Kl voltage was III purel:, 
thermal origin. 

Hardware Realization -- 

Figure 2 shows a cross section thruugh the vacuum chamber 
art,und the pick-up !‘2 with the limits of the injected beam and 
the stack. The debts indiratc the centers of the stacked bcarn and 
the injected beam particles at iO.35% and zero momentum dr- 
viati#ms. each with zero one-particle rmittanrc. The need for rf- 
stacking forbids the use rtif vertical rlcctrodvs. Cross-talk from the 
stack to the pick-up’s and fr~~m the kickers to the stark will be 
insignificant because of the rnrldera!e intensity in the s:ack. 

Similar to the AC ring at CER?;. we shall supcrp~sr the signal 
cof ~rvu suhsequcn t loop clectrod~~s cllhcrentl~ in supere:ectrudrs 
(see fig. 3). :llong the bne sketched in [c] it can be shown that 
the voltage resp’,nse of surh a dcvicf is idrailv propnrtibnal ti) 

-2 sin (I cos ZLY = sin o. - sin 3a 

where o measures the deviation from midhand frequency II,,: 

(‘The equivalent response of one single Iwp wouid be a sin II). 
Ovrr the chosen frequency band, the power eficiency ofsuperclec- 
t,r~~tles used as kickers is superi!lr b,s 2.0 dJ3 ta) the one ~rf two usual 
Iw~p clrctrvdcs Ted umith the same p<;wer, ‘I’he signal to noise ratio 
of pick-ups is enhanced by an equal amount (which is of minor 
importance in (,ur application). l’bis outweighs the fact that the 
effective s.vstem bandwidth is decreased due to the dominance of 
the midband frequencies. f<ach pick-u;,/kicher station c~~nsists uf 
eight modules each rof which contains twcl pairs of superelectrr~des 
as shnwn in fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 shows how the signals from f’l and I?? are processed 
in order to grt the appr<,priatc signals for Kl and K2. From each 
pick-up, there are two lines. one i~r the ‘10 momentum plates 
and one for the ‘hi’ runes, tu a signal processing box which is sit- 
uated in I hr direct neighh~.>rh;J~x~ ol 1’2. The pr~~ccssing network 
contains three equal subsystemi each of which is built up in the 
following way: The delays ~.,f thr IOH. mc~rncrrturn signals are made 
equal and c>ppGte tc those of the high momentum onw Their 
gradual iariatic..n is realized bj using dc-c~rntrullcd capacitor diode 
arrays. The signals are then subtracted in 180” hybrids. Kach OF 
the subsystems is equipped with dc-controllrd variable attenua- 
tors (pin-dicldcs) that halanrc the relative weight 1.f thr drlayc~l 
pick-up signals at the kickers. 

pick-up PZ 

lo 1 hi 

delay delay 

\/ 
hybrid 

4 
attenuator 

pick-up I’1 
1 hi 

Figure 4: Blnck diagram of signal prowssing 

L‘wrn a throtetical point of view, the line from t’l to KZ serves 
two different purposes: 

I. ‘l’hc signal from PI is used LO subtract the momentum dc- 
viation information frc~m the mixed inf~rrnati~.>n of the 1’2 
signal if the Schottkl- signal to thermal nois+ rarir, is suff~ 
cirntly largv 

2. It contains an appropriate fraction uf the momentum kick at 
Kl, thus making it pwsible to reduce the ernittance blow-trl> 
due LU the momentum kick. 

‘I‘he optimum adjustment of the attrnuatur in the PI-K2 tine 
shoul<l therefore depend on both adjustments c>f the attenuators 
in the two other lines, a situation that promises interesting exper- 
imental tests. 

We are indebted to 1:. Caspers, D. Miihl, and I.. Thorndahi of 
CERN for encouraging discussions and technical help. 
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